In this paper we investigate gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten models for space-time groups as gravitational theories, following the trend of recent work by Anabalon, Willison and Zanelli.
I. INTRODUCTION
The construction of theories of gravity that are also true gauge theories has lead to the study of Chern-Simons gravities, first in 2+1 dimensions [1, 2] , where these theories are equivalent, at least modulo the question of invertibility of the metric, to General Relativity, and then in higher dimensions [3, 4] . Chern-Simons gravities have been extended to the supersymmetric case in refs. [5, 6] . These theories have a wealth of interesting dynamical properties and solutions including black holes, that have been studied in many papers 1 .
Chern-Simons theories are defined in odd-dimensional manifolds and therefore some kind of dimensional reduction or compactification would be required to describe the observed four dimensional universe.
Chern-Simons gauge and gravity theories have been extended by using transgression forms instead of Chern-Simons forms as actions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , which makes the action gauge invariant instead of just quasi-invariant and has the advantage, in the case of gravity, that the boundary terms required to regularize the conserved charges and black hole thermodynamics are built in [16, 17] .
Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) and gauged wess-Zumino-Witten (gWZW) theories [18, 19] were first introduced as effective theories in nuclear and particle physics. WZW and gWZW models are closely related to Chern-Simons and transgression theories, as they can be regarded as induced at the boundary of a manifold in which CS or transgresion theories respectively are defined if a given gauge field is pure gauge. WZW and gWZW theories are defined in even-dimensional manifolds.
Recently, a particular type of gWZW models for space-time groups have been considered as gravitational theories by Anabalon et al. [20, 21] , whom furthermore shown that in 3+1 dimensions, for the gauge group SO(4,2) and with some additional assumptions the model yields the field equations of General Relativity with cosmological constant. The particular model used is the G-G model (in which the full diagonal subgroup is gauged) which is explicitly topological (without the usual kinetic term).
As Chern-Simons gravities, gWZW models for space-time groups provide gauge theories of gravity, that could be relevant for instance for the construction of a consistent quantum gravity and as modified gravity theories that could solve in a dynamical way problems 1 for a recent review and an extensive and comprehensive list of references see ref. [7] of modern cosmology such as the nature of dark energy or the cause of inflation in the early universe (if an infationary phase did indeed occur). Some possible problems with this approach are: the emergence of the geometrical interpretation of certain components of the fields which are a priori simply fields living in a topological space; the interpretation of the other field components (maybe as matter or dark energy, etc.).
In this paper we study these gravitational gWZW models along the lines of refs. [20, 21] , focusing in a simple two-dimensional toy model, as a first step towards a future more profound investigation of higher dimensional models of possible phenomenological interest.
In section 2 we review some background material and then derive the field equations of generic (not just gravitational) topological G-G gWZW models in any dimension.
In section 3 we give the explicit field equations of the gWZW model in two dimensions and for gauge group SU(2), as a warm up exercise for the model with gauge group SO(2,1), in which we are interested. In section 4 we derive black hole solutions and discuss the Noether mass and thermodynamics of those solutions. Surprisingly, at least at first glance, the mass and entropy of the black hole turn out to be zero.
II. TRANSGRESSIONS AND GAUGED WZW ACTIONS

A. Transgressions
Chern-Simons forms C 2n+1 (A) are differential forms defined for a connection A, which under gauge transformations of that connection transform by a closed form, so they are said to be quasi invariant. Transgression forms T 2n+1 are a generalization of Chern-Simons forms which are strictly invariant. Transgressions depend on two connections, A and A, and can be written as the difference of two Chern-Simons forms plus an exact form
or also as 2 (for the mathematical definitions and properties of Chern-Simons and transgression forms see [22] [23] [24] and references therein),
2 In what follows wedge product between forms is implicitly assumed.
where A t = tA + (1 − t)A = A + t∆A is a connection that interpolates between the two independent gauge potentials A and A and ∆A = A − A. The Lie algebra-valued one-
G A are the generators of the Lie algebra of the gauge group G, and < · · · > stands for a symmetrized invariant trace in the Lie algebra 3 . The curvatures (or field strengths) are
, while for the interpolating connection the curvature is
The exterior derivative of the transgression form gives globally the difference between the invariant polynomials associated to each gauge connection
Transgressions have been used to define gauge invariant actions for field theories that generalize Chern-Simons actions in refs. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . For those actions A and A may be taken as defined in distinct manifolds M and M respectively, with a common boundary ∂M ≡ ∂M, and it is possible either to consider both fields as independent dynamical fields or to consider
A as a fixed (non dynamical) background. The action for those theories is
Those actions generalize Chern-simons actions, providing in the case of Chern-Simons gravity the boundary terms necessary to have a well defined action principle and regularize the conserved charges and black hole thermodynamics [16, 17] .
B. Gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten actions
A class of related but different theories is obtained if A and A are taken to be not independent, but related by a gauge transformation generated by an element h(x) of G 
where
The gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten (gWZW) action is defined as
which can be written as
The action I gW ZW is effectively 2n-dimensional and lives at the boundary ∂M, for even though the WZW part lives in the 2n+1-dimensional bulk M, the way in which it is extended into the bulk is immaterial at the quantum level provided that the constant in front of the action (included in the definition of the invariant symmetrized trace) is quantized [19] , and we will see below that the bulk is irrelevant for the classical field equations derived from the action.
The action I gW ZW (A, h) is invariant under local gauge transformations generated by a point dependent element g of the group G given by
follows from its definition as a transgression.
For instance the gWZW action in 1+1 dimensions is [20] 
where M 2 ≡ ∂Σ is the space-time of the theory.
C. Field equations for the gWZW action in any dimension
We derived the field equations in any dimension from the variation of the action, which was computed starting from the formula for the variation of the transgression [17] δT 2n+1 = (n + 1) < F n δA > − < F n δA > −n(n + 1)d{
For the detailed derivation see Appendix A. The resulting variation of the gWZW action is (though see next subsection for discussion of a subtle point)
where the space-time manifold is Σ 2n ≡ ∂M and ∂Σ 2n is its 2n − 1-dimensional boundary,
and
t . From this expression we can read the field equations derived from the action principle δI gW ZW = 0, with the ones corresponding to δA being
and the ones corresponding to δh being
In the particular case of two dimensions (n = 1), and assuming that the matrix
This equations can be rewritten for later use as
Finally, note that (10) can also be rewritten as:
D. Boundary terms and action principle
In principle, I W ZW is defined as the integral of the transgression in a manifold with boundary, with that boundary being the space-time in which we are interested. However, in describing physical spacetime, we are interested in the case that M 2 is noncompact, for example with topology of R 2 . In this case we may use (3) as our action, provided we regard Σ to be a manifold whose boundary is the topological sphere M 2 ∪ {∞}. This makes sense under appropriate asymptotic conditions on h as one approaches infinity, i.e.
h is asymptotically constant. The black hole solution of vanishing mass considered below satisfies this condition. We emphasise that he one-point compactification is only for the purpose of defining the Wess-Zumino term for h-the gauge field A may have nontrivial behavour at infinity.
The second term in (3) may be regarded as an integral over a spacetime with a boundary at infinity. Therefore the variation of the action will produce a boundary contribution, which is precisely the last term in equation (4), specialised to n = 1. This term is proportional to δh and so the extremal action principle is consistent with the boundary conditions on h.
III. FIELD EQUATIONS IN TWO DIMENSIONS
We shall mainly be interested in the group SO(2,1), with its interpretation as the (anti)-de
Sitter spacetime group in 1+1 dimensions. We shall also briefly consider the group SU(2) as a warmup. But first let us make some general observations, which are valid for and subgroup of GL(2,C) (this is of relevance since the component of SO(2,1) which is connected to the identity is isomorphic to SL(2,R)).
Field equations (9) and (10) simplify greatly if we assume that the connection is trivial.
First we consider the case A+ D = 0. Then using the above equations, we can always obtain det(h 0 ) dA = 0 or det(h 0 ) dD = 0, which then implies that all the components are constants.
Then we consider the traceless case A + D = 0. This means h Therefore, there is a special class of matrices, which for group SU(2) or SL(2,R) satisfy h 2 = −I which have especially rich structure.
The above applies in the case of a globally flat connection. A less trivial special case is when F + F h = 0. This also simplifies the field equations. In this case, although the calculations are more complicated, it seems that traceless matrices are also special, in that they allow a rich structure of solutions for the field h. It is these class of solutions which we shall focus on in what follows.
A. SU (2) Group
We begin by deriving the field equations for a simple case: the SU(2) group. In order to derive that equations explicitly we must start with some algebraic preliminaries.
The Pauli matrices are
A generic element of SU (2)is of the form
If h is written in exponential form it is h = e iθn.σ = cos θ + i sin θn.σ with n.n = 1.
The gauge potential (or connection) matrix valued one-form is
while the field strength (or curvature) matrix valued two-form is
or equivalently
The equation
If we want this theory to behave as a simple toy gravity model, we can use the SO(2, 1) group. We make use of the conventions in the Section III A. 
and hence
The gauge potential (connection) is A = A a J a , while an element of the group is of the form
The field strength (or curvature) matrix valued two-form is
where we define the "cross product"
for differential forms of any order with indices in the adjoint representation of SO(2,1) as
For the equation
λI − α a J a and using the properties of the generators, as in the SU(2) case, we get
We obtain then from the first equation
IV. SOLUTIONS
Here we will show that the gWZW model for SO(2,1) group, despite its simplicity, has non trivial black hole solutions. We found that the later have interesting properties, as we discuss below. We compute the Noether mass of the black hole and study its thermodynamics, finding that black holes of finite mass are massless and have zero entropy.
In solving the field equations
a remarkable simplification is achieved by setting λ = 0 in h = λI + α a J a . In that case h 2 = −I and therefore the first of the previous field equations is fulfilled. Furthermore the second equation in the case λ = 0 is
This is further simplified if we assume F · α = 0, which is equivalent to hF + F h = 0,
which is a sort of anti-self-duality condition. We will use below an ansatz for which F 0 = F 1 = 0, which follows from assuming that the torsion is zero, therefore the anti-self-duality condition F · α = 0 would imply α 2 = 0. Below we follow a ad hoc approach to the search of black hole solutions, but it turns out that the solutions of interest do indeed satisfy the conditions
A. Black holes
Searching for generic black hole-like solutions leads to equations that we could not solve.
Therefore we followed instead the strategy of assuming the metric to be the 1+1 black hole metric of Refs. [25, 26] , and look for configurations of the α's that would yield a solution of the full field equations of the theory. The line element of the CGHS black hole [25, 26] is
where γ is a constant. The vielbein is
and the torsion free spin connection ω 01 is
The Riemann curvature two form is then
and the curvature scalar is R = .
The idea now is to insert these ansatz into the field equations and see what equations must the α a satisfy. As said before the (A, F ) are given in terms of the (e, ω), which in the torsion free case is A 0 =
We could not solve the equations that result from that ansatz for generic α a , but assuming time independence, as befits static solutions, and assuming that one of the components of α a vanish it is possible to find solutions (For detailed calculation of black hole solutions looking Appendix B). There are no solutions with λ = 0. If α 2 = 0 and α 0,1 (r, t) = α 0,1 (r) we get the solutions
where C is a constant.
In the case α 1 = 0 and α 0,2 (r, t) = α 0,2 (r) we get the solution:
where C is a constant. For this second kind of black hole solutions we found, following methods similar to the ones applied in the next subsections to the first kind of black hole solutions, that their mass is infinite, which would arguably rule them out as sensible solutions.
B. Black hole mass from Noether's theorem and a more general zero mass result
Given a generally covariant action I[φ] for a physical theory, depending on a set of fields φ, with a bulk lagrangian density L and a boundary contribution, in a space-time Ω of the generic form
Noether's theorem states that the invariance under diffeomorphisms of this action implies that the following current is conserved
where the point dependent vector field ξ generates the infinitesimal diffeomorphisms δx µ = ξ µ (x) 4 and we can read Θ from δL = (F ield equations)δφ + dΘ where the variations δφ are infinitesimal but arbitrary in form. The Noethers conserved charge Q is defined as Q = V ⋆j, where V is a manifold that correspond to a fixed time slice
of Ω. The Noether's mass is the Noether's charge in the case ξ = ∂ ∂t .
We are interested in the Noether's mass of the black hole solution of the previous subsection. We have the 1+1 dimensional gWZW action (3)
and we consider the α a s and A a s corresponding to the black hole solution of eqs. (24, 25, 26) .
We need to compute the different pieces of ⋆j. for our action there is no B term, while from eq. (4) We also have
as there is no component of (h −1 dh) 3 along dt because h is time independent.
Finally
The contraction operator I ξ is defined by acting on a p-form α p as
and being and anti-derivative in the sense that acting on the wedge product of differential forms α p and β q of order p and q respectively gives I ξ (α p β q ) = I ξ α p β q + (−1) p α p I ξ β q .
We can now compute I ξ L:
where we used that h depends only on r for this solution. On the one hand
and in the other hand
It follows that I ξ (A − h −1 dh)A h vanishes, therefore, putting all together, the Noether's mass of the black hole is zero.
It is in fact possible to prove that the Noether mass of a time independent configuration satisfying the "anti-self-duality" condition F = −F h is zero. The Θ contribution vanishes as before because h is time independent. Furthermore in computing I ξ L we can use the original expression for the transgression
If F = −F h the field equation reduces to (h −1 Dh) 2 = 0 and the previous expression vanishes, implying that the Noether current is zero and so is the mass of that configuration.
C. Black Hole thermodynamics
Temperature
The CGHS line element is (see eq. (23))
which for euclidean time t E = −it becomes the euclidean line element
The horizon of this black hole is at r = 0. The standard procedure to determine the Hawking temperature of a black hole is to study the near horizon geometry and chose the period β of the euclidean time 5 so that there is no conical singularity at the horizon. The reason for that is that the curvature diverges at the conical singularity what implies that that geometry is not a extremum of the euclidean action and will not be the one that contributes in a saddle point evaluation of the partition function.
Applying that procedure to the CGHS black hole geometry we have that the near horizon line element is
where θ = γt E . Avoiding a conical singularity would imply
The previous argument would apply for an action that explicitly includes the curvature R ab , e.g. the Einstein-Hilbert action. However for the action (3) only the spin connection appears, and not their derivatives, therefore we argue that a conical singularity at the horizon does not imply that the action is singular for that configuration and henceforth that the period β of euclidean time is not restricted have a particular value. This situation is analogous to the case of extremal black holes.
Euclidean Action
In the semiclassical approximation of euclidean gravity the exponential of minus the euclidean action evaluated on configurations that extremize the action is proportional to the particion function
and therefore the free energy F is related to the euclidean action (3) by
We need therefore to evaluate the action
on the black hole configuration. The evaluation of the first integral of the second member would in principle require the extension of the two dimensional manifold M 2 into the three dimensional manifold Σ. For instance we could picture the 1+1 black hole geometry as a "cigar-like" surface closing in r = 0, with r the coordinate along the cigar and t E the angular coordinate around the "cigar", and extend it to the solid interior of the "cigar" to carry on the 3D integration.
However that would not be necessary, as the 1-form h −1 dh has no component along dt, because h is time independent, then the first term of the second member is zero
In order to evaluate the second term, we have
The first term vanished due α · A is a real valued 1-form while the second one vanished in virtue that (α × dα) · α = 0 if we replace the α a of the black hole solution. So the euclidean action is zero for the black hole solution.
Using the thermodynamic formulas I E = βF = S − βE, where S is the entropy and E is the energy (mass), or equivalently M = E = − ∂I E ∂β and S = I E + βE we get M = 0 and S = 0. It is reassuring that the thermodynamical mass agrees with the Noethers mass computed in the previous section and is also vanishing. The vanishing of the entropy, as the arbitrariness of the temperature, indicates that the black hole solutions considered here are extremal.
It can be shown that the euclidean action is zero for all configurations satisfying the "anti-self-duality" condition F = −F h . We have for the lagrangian density
If F = −F h the field equation is (h −1 Dh) 2 = 0 and the lagrangian density is zero, and so is the action.
D. Discussion
That the mass of the 1+1 black holes studied here should be zero struck us as odd at first, but further thought convinced us that in fact that result could even be considered natural, considering some heuristic arguments given below.
Massless gravitationally bound solutions have a rather long history in field theory. More than fifty years ago Pascual Jordan suggested that a star could be created from nothing as fas as its negative gravitational energy was exactly equal to its possitive rest mass 6 . This idea is in essence what is behind the creation ex nihilo of the universe scenarios discussed in modern cosmology. There are several examples of zero mass black hole solutions in diverse dimensions and for different theories in the recent literature, for instance refs. [28, 29] . It has been also claimed by Boulware et al. [30] that for a specific gravitational theory, namely
Conformal Gravity in a four dimensional space-time, every spatially bounded state must be massless.
As for the arguments that make the zero mass result plausible, firstly we could translate a heuristic argument made by Boulware et al. [30] in their paper concerning the masslessness of bound states in conformal gravity (besides a formal argument) to the present context.
The idea is that the action of conformal gravity in 4D has fourth order derivatives, what implies a propagator that goes as 1/k 4 in the four-momenta k µ , therefore the interaction or potential energy goes as
Thus the potential of a localized source is linear and the work required to separate charge an infinite distance would be infinite, as happens with the interaction of quarks in QCD, which leads to instability against pair creation and color confinement on that case. Boulware et al. argue that conformal gravity must then be 'gravitationally confining', and as colour charge must be zero for bounded states in QCD, mass must be zero for bounded states in conformal gravity.
For a gravitational theory with second order derivatives in two space-time dimensions the propagator would go as 1/k 2 and the potential would go as dk1/k
what would again imply that a generic gravitational theory with second order derivatives is 6 Einstein himself was so stunned when George Gamow told him about that idea that it almost did cost both of them a serious accident. As Gamow tells the story [27] : "I remember that once, walking with him to the Institute, I mentioned Pascual Jordan's idea of how a star can be created from nothing, since at the point zero its negative gravitational mass defect is numerically equal to its positive rest mass. Einstein stopped in his tracks, and, since we were crossing a street several cars had to stop to avoid running us down.".
gravitationally confining at the full quantum level and the mass of spatially localized states must be zero. A similar argument was applied to the Schwinger model of electrodynamics with fermions in 1+1 dimensions [31] to argue that electrodynamics should be confining in that model, which was indeed confirmed by exact results.
These considerations seem to be in disagreement with the fact that CGHS black holes [25, 26] have non-zero masses. However we observe that in the original article on CGHS black holes [25] those black holes are proved to be unstable when quantum effects are taken in account, and in fact dubbed "evanescent black holes", and it is say there that the final state after their evaporation in the full quantum theory must be certain zero mass state. Similar considerations are made in ref. [26] , where it is stated that the final state should be two copies of flat space. The classical action considered in both refs. [25, 26] is different from the one considered here, however we may argue that because of the standard arguments for WZW actions [19] the classical action considered here should receive no quantum corrections, being already the quantum effective action; and it could be even the quantum effective action for a whole class of classical gravitational actions in 1+1 dimensions. In that case a classical solution of the model studied here must have all quantum corrections included from the start, and therefore a static classical black hole solution must be, if the previous considerations hold, massless.
It is clear that the previous heuristic considerations must be taken with a grain of salt, as for instance the same argument applied to gravity in 3D would imply a logarithmic potential, that could also be confining, leading to only massless states, while the BTZ black holes of 3D gravity are certainly not massless in general, and one could also argue that the ChernSimons gravity action in 3D does not receive quantum corrections. On the other hand one could argue that pure gravity in 3D has no propagating local degrees of freedom, therefore it makes no sense to speak of a propagator, making the Boulware et al. argument invalid in this case.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we derive the general field equations for topological gWZW models (gravitational or not) in any dimension and discuss the boundary contributions that could arise.
In discussing gravitational gWZW models we consider the gauge group element h to be generic, unlike refs. [20, 21] where it is chosen to have a specific form.
Another difference with refs. [20, 21] is that the gauge group considered in the 2D toy model we study is a de Sitter group in the dimension of the physical spacetime (2D) instead of a de Sitter group in the dimension that is reduced (that would be 3D for the toy model In the framework of the 2D toy model we found black hole solutions with a metric of the CGHS type, which turned out to be massless (both from Noether's and thermodynamical analysis) and with zero entropy . It would be interesting to know how unique this solutions are, and to study their stability against small perturbations of the fields. We compute the variation of the action and obtain the field equations in any dimensions starting from the formula for the variation of the transgression , [17] 
where the parameter u is
and again with some algebra we obtain
which can be rewritten as
The variation o the gWZW action is therefore
where the space-time manifold is Σ 2n ≡ ∂M and ∂Σ 2n is its 2n − 1-dimensional boundary.
The field equations derived from the action principle δI gW ZW = 0, with the ones corresponding to δA being
Appendix B: Derivation of black hole solutions
The line element of the CGHS black hole [25, 26] is (23)
where γ is a constant.
The idea now is to insert these ansatz into the field equations and see what equations must the α a satisfy. As said before the (A, F ) are given in terms of the (e, ω), which in the torsion free case is A 0 = 
(dω 01 − e 0 e 1 ), with the vielbein and spin connection of Section 4.3.1.
Case λ = 0
We can write the field equations for each value of a = 0, 1, 2 and separate components along dr and dt.
For the first field equation and for each component we have: 
Using our ansatz for A we get, for each component: In conclusion the solutions obtained using Maple12 are with λ = 0, againt the initial assumption of λ = 0, and must be discarded.
In this case Field Equation I λdα a − dλα a − 2λ(A × α) a = 0 is trivially satisfied if λ = 0. If α 2 = 0 and α 0,1 (r, t) = α 0,1 (r) we get
Field Equation II is
If α 1 = 0 and α 0,2 (r, t) = α 0,2 (r) we get α 0 = ± (α 2 ) 2 + 1 , α 1 = C cosh(γr)e where C is a constant. 
